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Lenny Kravitz – Let Love Rule (Justice Remix)
Director: Keith Schofield
Production Company: El Niño
Record Company: EMI France
France/US, 2009

Paolo Nutini – Pencil Full of Lead
Director: Corin Hardy
Production Company: Academy Films
Record Company: Atlantic Records
UK, 2009

Cinnamon Chasers – Luv Deluxe
Director: Saman Keshavarz
Record Company: Modus Records
UK/US, 2009

Depeche Mode – Hole To Feed
Director: Eric Wareheim
Production Company: Mighty 8/Warp Films
Record Company: Mute
UK/US, 2009

David Sylvian – Small Metal Gods
Director: Hiraki Sawa
Record Company: SamadhiSound
UK, 2009

Ape School – Wail to God
Director: Anthony F. Scheppard
Record Company: Counter Records/Ninja Tune
US, 2009

Miike Snow – Animal
Director: Anthony Dickenson
Production Company: Pulse Films
Record Company: Columbia
Sweden/UK, 2009

Speech Debelle – The Key
Director: Anthony Dickenson
Production Company: Pulse Films
Record Company: Big Dada
UK, 2009

The XX – Basic Space
Director: Anthony Dickenson
Production Company: Pulse Films
Record Company: XL Recordings
UK, 2009

Crookers feat. Kardinal Offishall – Put Your
Hands On Me
Director: Jonnie Malachi
Production Company: Between The Eyes
Record Company: Southern Fried
UK, 2009

Black Mold – Fuck Ebay
Director: Chad VanGaalen
Record Company: Flemish Eye
Canada, 2009

Grizzly Bear – Two Weeks
Director: Patrick Daughters
Production Company: The Directors Bureau
Record Company: Warp
US/UK, 2009

The Presets – If I Know You
Director: Eva Husson

Welcome to BUG 16 – almost unfeasibly our final fresh BUG edition of
2009. In our final presentation of the latest outstanding examples of
music video creativity, illuminated as ever by the sparkling wit of our
host Adam Buxton, our selection ranges from the commercial to the
experimental, to combinations of the commercial and the
experimental. And our special guest is a young director who is
bringing back in-camera experimentation and special effects to music
videos: Anthony Dickenson.

We start this edition of BUG at the end. Because after any number of
‘title sequence’ music videos, regular BUG contributor and former
BUG guest Keith Schofield has ingeniously come up with the first true
‘end credits’ video, for Justice’s remix of Lenny Kravitz’s Let Love Rule.
Keith has nailed the whole trouble with end credits, and also when it
probably started getting out of hand. His re-creation of the final yards
of a mid-Eighties movie (with lead guy in Michael J Fox trademark
puffa jacket) is perfectly pitched, and the credits roll on and on… And
when Keith had exhausted using names of friends for the credits, he
found the rest by visiting kleimo.com – a random name generator.

The next video is directed by another regular BUG contributor – in
fact, our host for BUG’s very recent Halloween Special. That’s Corin
Hardy, who has also apparently taken the Eighties as his inspiration –
in his case, the popularity of claymation videos, like the hugely
successful 1986 one for Jackie Wilson’s Reet Petite (to which Nutini’s
retro-stomp bears a resemblance). The first trick here is that a
beautifully animated ‘clay’ Paolo is seamlessly integrated into a live
action TV show routine. The second trick is that Corin subverts the
first trick, when ‘Paolo’ shows how full his pencil really is…

The video for British electro/‘indietronica’ act Cinnamon Chasers is
directed by Iranian-born, Californian-raised 23 year old Saman
Keshavarz, who has made one of the best POV videos in a long time,
and a great modern variation on a classic noir-ish theme. Boy leaves
home and hits the road, hooks up with Bad Girl and they hurl
headlong into all sorts of bad behaviour and big trouble as they
crisscross the country. But in Keshavarz’s version, we get to see what
happens when he makes some alternate choices.

Next up is the new video for Depeche Mode and another BUG returnee
Eric Wareheim. Eric’s video for Hole to Feed is one of those triumphant
occasions when a band take a risk with an outrageous idea (although
we do marvel how Eric sold this one…). Describing what happens
would be futile. Suffice to say, it’s bonkers, provocative, very wet and
slurpy.

For a considerable change of pace, next up is Hiraki Sawa’s video for
Small Metal Gods from the latest album by another survivor of the
original post punk-synth generation, David Sylvian. Hiraki Sawa is a
London-based Japanese artist best known for his films that are,
according to the Sylvian website, ‘suffused with subtle smatterings of
lyrical fabrication, commonly set in his own home.’ With Small Metal
Gods he follows the lyricism of Sylvian’s delicate song to revisit the
domestic air traffic theme of his first film Dwelling.

Ape School is a one-person project of Moog-owning songwriter
Michael Johnston whose efforts in psychedelia have been brilliantly
visualized by Philadelphia-based animator Anthony F Scheppard in
the video for Wail to God. It’s bursting with vitality, great technique
and untrammeled imagination in a classic American cartoonist style,
somewhere between the crafted surreal humour of Bill Plimpton and
the emotional looseness of Jules Ffeiffer.
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Production Company: El Niño
Record Company: Modular Recordings
Australia/UK/France, 2009

Holly Throsby feat Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy –
Would You?
Director: Mike Daly
Record Company: Spunk (Aus), Woo Me (UK)
Australia, 2009
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BUG returns on January 21st and 28th.
Ticket sales will open in early December.
See you in the New Year!

And so to our special guest at tonight’s show. Anthony Dickenson has
been involved in music videos since director Chris Cairns (whose short
film Neurosonics Audiomedical featured at the last BUG) engaged him as
a cameraman for videos like LCD Soundsystem’s Daft Punk Is Playing
At My House. As such, Anthony was at the forefront of harnessing
digital photography to create ‘live action’ animation by shooting
sequences of stills – and many great examples have been screened at
BUG.

Since then, Anthony has pushed the boundaries of in-camera
experimentation, achieving some beautiful results, often for videos
with very challenging budgets. We will be screening some excellent
examples from this year, including his video for Miike Snow’s Animal,
which involved state-of-the art projection mapping techniques to
create something strikingly original; The XX’s Basic Space, involving
gorgeous effects created by shooting with super-long exposures; and
Speech Debelle’s The Key, an intimate portrait of the Mercury-winning
singer with added photo-animation. Both The XX and Miike Snow
videos were nominated at the 2009 UK Music Video Awards last
month – where Anthony also received a best new director nomination
– and he won a best budget video award for The Key.

And we follow Adam’s chat with Anthony with probably one of the
most transgressive videos we have shown at BUG. Like Eric
Wareheim’s video for Depeche Mode earlier, one has to congratulate
the artist for consenting to this outrageous idea, conceived and
directed by Jonnie Malachi, better known for his sexy, comedic
commercial dance videos. But you may blanche at what happens
when a grieving elderly widow is visited by her friend… Then some
inspired, off-the-wall animated doodling by musician and filmmaker
Chad VanGaalen. Of the many extraordinary videos shown at BUG the
last couple of years, one of the most extraordinary must be Chad
VanGaalen’s Molten Light, a hair-raising supernatural revenge ballad
with appropriate VanGaalen animation. Here are some more abstract
visuals for his very abstract side project Black Mold – but still
amazing.

Onto our final section and we start with two more works honoured at
the MVAs, yet to be shown at BUG. First up is Patrick Daughters’
stunning video for Grizzly Bear’s Two Weeks. Of course Patrick is
another regular contributor to BUG, and this video – nominated for
Best Indie/Alternative Video – has kewpie-doll android versions of the
band going wrong in slow motion. Vaguely nightmarish, yet lovely.
That’s followed by The Presets’ If I Know You directed by Eva Husson,
shot on the streets of LA by the French director with a troupe of
dancing youngsters which combines elements of West Side Story and
Billy Elliot to create something uplifting. If I Know You won the Best
Dance Video award at the MVAs.

And finally, there’s the video for Australian singer-songwriter Holly
Throsby’s Would You? (featuring Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy) by Mike Daly, a
director and visual effects artist from Sydney. Daly created this
haunting and distinctive piece earlier this year – featuring an
ingenious rotating lightbulb rig for old childhood pal Throsby, before
relocating to Paris.

And that brings BUG 16 to an end – apart from a little special
something from Adam, who will also be referring to his laptop
through the show to bring you some more goodies. And BUG will be
back at the BFI in January – hope to see you then.
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Join the BFI to take priority!
Many of our films and special events sell out
during the member priority booking period. Join
today for just £35 (£20 concessions).
 Priority booking for all films, previews and

festivals including The Times BFI London Film
Festival

 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding
The Times BFI London Film Festival)

 A monthly booklet delivered direct to your
door

 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI
Library Pass

 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine
subscription (save £16)

 Exclusive website offering a free short film
download each month

BFI Membership helps to save film for future
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer,
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership

BFI SOUTHBANK
There’s more to discover about film and television
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive,
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning
resources are here to inspire you.
At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up
your tickets at a new box office and
information centre.
Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.
Choose from our vast collection of film and
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates.
Check out artists’ film and video work in the
Gallery.
Meet friends, relax, have a drink or
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café.
See films or take part in wide-ranging
debates, discussions and events in The Studio
or one of our three refurbished cinemas.


